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Abstract
The divertor target plates are the most exposed in-vessel components to high
heat flux loads in a fusion reactor due to a combination of plasma bombardment, radiation and nuclear heating. Reliable exhaust systems of such a huge
thermal power required a robust and durable divertor target with a sufficiently
large heat removal capability and lifetime. In this context, it is pivotal to develop non-destructive evaluation methods to assess the structural integrity of
this component that, if compromised could reduced its lifetime. In this work we
have demonstrated for the first time the feasibility of using neutron tomography
to detect volumetric defects within DEMO divertor mock-ups with a spatial resolution of the order of hundreds of micrometers. Further improvement of flaw
detection down to several tens of micrometers is possible for divertor component and currently under investigation. Neutron tomography is applicable for
studying complex structures, often manufactured from exotic materials which
are not favourable for conventional non-destructive evaluation methods. This
technique could be effectively used during research and development cycles of
fusion component design or for quality assurance during manufacturing.
Keywords: Divertor target, Tungsten, Thermal break, CuCrZr,
Neutron tomography, Non-destructive evaluation, Qualification

1. Introduction
Plasma-facing components (PFCs) in a magnetic confinement nuclear fusion
reactor are exposed to high heat flux (HHF) loads due to a combination of
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plasma bombardment, radiation and nuclear heating by neutron irradiation [1].
In addition, neutron irradiation produces defects and damage in plasma-facing
materials and pulsed operation causes fatigue due to cyclic thermal stress variation [2]. Such issues were recently highlighted in the European roadmap for nuclear fusion as one of the ultimate challenges in view of the design of the nuclear
fusion demonstration power plant DEMO [3]. In this context, the paramount
engineering challenge is to develop robust and durable PFCs with a sufficiently
large heat removal capability and longevity. Since 2014 in the framework of the
EUROfusion Consortium, integrated research and development (R&D) efforts
have been performed in the work package “Divertor” (WPDIV) where one of
the major missions is to deliver a feasible design concept(s) and applicable technology solutions for the divertor target PFCs of DEMO [2]. The most developed
divertor PFC consists of an array of rectangular monoblocks of tungsten with a
cooling pipe as heat sink in the middle.
This tungsten monoblock design concept
(Figure 1) was inherited from the ITER divertor target design and it is comprised of tungsten armour blocks threaded onto a CuCrZr
cooling pipe separated by a copper interlayer.
In the case of ITER and DEMO reactors,
the
peak surface heat flux is expected to reach
Figure
1:
DEMO
tungsten
up
to
10 M W m−2 during normal operation
monoblock type design concept.
and 20 M W m−2 during low transient events
like loss of plasma detachment. Therefore, it
is vital that PFCs employed in the divertor must maintain structural integrity
under HHF fatigue loads and demonstrate reliable HHF performance. This
is true in general for any PFC employed in magnetic confinement nuclear fusion reactors. Loss of structural integrity may lead to structural as well as a
functional failure of the component. Hence, reliable non-destructive evaluation
(NDE) techniques need to be developed and included in any step of the R&D as
well as in the subsequent qualification phase of any PFCs used in a nuclear fusion reactor. Nowadays, there are many NDE techniques suitable for the quality
evaluation of PFCs [4]. Among them, ultrasonic testing (UT) technique is currently one of the most widely used tools for the inspection of metal/metal joints
as demonstrated by several results [5, 6, 7, 8] that are making use of C-scan
UT for monoblock Cu-W joints. Despite the common use of ultrasonic scanning
in providing a relatively quick verification of PFCs, such technique suffers its
inability to distinguish between voids and inclusions as it only measures the
changes in acoustic signal from a baseline value. Furthermore, the possible use
of complex geometries and/or composite fibers in future generation designs of
PFCs will make the detection of component defects by UT-based measurements
more difficult.
The choice of alternative non-destructive techniques suitable for the quality evaluation of PFCs is not an easy task due to the presence of tungsten that prevents
the use of X-ray imaging techniques commonly employed in aerospace industries.
As such, we have identified in neutron tomography an ideal candidate technique
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capable of providing three-dimensional reconstructions of divertor PFCs [9] and
able to detect volumetric defects within the bulk of the scanned component with
a spatial resolution of the order of tens of micrometers. In this work we successfully demonstrated that neutron tomography could be used for non-destructive
evaluation of volumetric defects in 2nd phase thermal break DEMO divertor
mock-ups before and after HHF cycling tests.
2. Sample manufacturing
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For this study three sample types of 2nd phase thermal break mock-ups
[2, 10, 11, 12, 13] of the DEMO divertor target were used: as manufactured
(labelled as CCFE11), with a single cycle at 25 M W m−2 plus 100 cycles at 10
M W m−2 (labelled as CCFE9) performed at the IPP test facility GLADIS [14],
and before HHF testing (labelled as CCFE10) as shown in Figure 2 from left to
right.
They were produced by machining tungsten (W) to size and casting oxygen-free high conductivity
(OFHC) copper into the bore of the
block. The OFHC copper was left
1mm proud of the W block to allow
subsequent thermal break features to
be machined into the interlayer. The
blocks together with casting were provided by ALMT (Japan). Thermal
break features were wire eroded in
the interlayer. Parts were precisely
bored to match the outer diameter 15.00±0.01mm CuCrZr alloy pipe.
The pipes were machined from a solid
block of CuCrZr (0.5–1.2 % Cr, 0.020.07 % Zr, rest Cu). Before assembly,
the machined CuCrZr pipes were subjected to full brazing/heat treatment
cycle and the resulting surface oxide and impurity layer was mechaniFigure 2: Photograph of the phase 2 thermal cally removed. All parts were cleaned
break mock-ups specimens for the DEMO di- and assembled along with braze alvertor target. From left to the right: as manloy foil (50 %Cu/50% Au). The pipe
ufactured (CCFE11), with a single cycle at
25 M W m−2 plus 100 cycles at 10 M W m−2 and monoblock assemblies were posi(CCFE9), and before HHF testing (CCFE10). tioned in bespoke braze tooling which
supports the parts and ensures alignment during the brazing procedure.
Brazing was carried out in a vacuum furnace following a single braze/hardening
procedure shown in Figure 3.
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In order to achieve good wetting
properties, assemblies were heated to
1020◦ C at 1.8 · 10−5 mbar vacuum.
The parts were cooled to 950◦ C to
solidify the braze before a nitrogen
gas quench. The quench was carried
out by purging nitrogen gas to prevent formation of precipitates and to
keep the CuCrZr alloy in a solution
annealed state. After the quench, the
parts were vacuum aged at 480◦ C for Figure 3: A single brazing and heat treatment
2 hours to achieve the required hard- procedure used for fabrication of Phase 2 mockups.
ness.
3. Methodology
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Neutron radiography (NR) and tomography (NT) are versatile non-destructive
evaluation techniques applied nowadays to a range of material science areas,
among them engineering science. The structures, orientations of features and
materials properties can be inspected inside bulky components given the good
penetration of neutrons across many elements. This is particularly true for objects made with very dense materials like tungsten where the well known x-ray
imaging technique cannot be applicable due to the lack of transmission of the
beam. In this respect, NR and NT are valuable imaging techniques to nondestructively inspect and qualify PFCs. Like any radiographic method (either
x-ray or neutron), the resulting image of the object is obtained by counting
with an imaging camera system the fraction of the initial intensity of the beam
transmitted through each point in the object. Therefore, any defect within a
specimen is translated into a variation of the intensity of the beam after the
object. The mathematical formulation of this concept constitutes the essence
of a modified version of the Beer-Lambert law valid for a poly-energetic beam
case
IT (E, x, y, z) = I0 (E, x, y, z)B(E, µs , x, y, z)e−
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R
path

µT (E,x,y,z)ds

(1)

where I0 and IT are the spectral intensity of the incoming and outgoing beam respectively, B is the spectral scattered component of the beam
after interaction with the sample and µT is the linear attenuation coefficient
µT (E, x, y, z) = µa (E, x, y, z) + µs (E, x, y, z), sum of the absorption (µa ) and
scattering (µs ) coefficients, usually expressed in cm−1 . In the following discussions we assume some approximations usually applied for the white-beam
neutron imaging technique. We consider the neutron attenuation the dominant
process in the neutron-matter interaction, i.e. the scattering component B ' 1,
and that the monochromatic approximation of Eq. 1 holds, reducing this formulation to the Beer-Lambert’ s law. It is worth noting that NR provides a
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map of the attenuation of the neutron beam brought by the sample and lineintegrated along the path length as clearly seen by the exponential part of Eq.
1. However, in a tomography scan one collects multiple radiographies (projections) for distinct angular orientations. From the tomographic scan, one obtains
three-dimensional spatially resolved images (i.e. volumetric data), which generally display the attenuation coefficient distribution in the sample volume. This
procedure makes use of different reconstruction algorithms, such as filtered back
projection (FBP) or iterative based algorithms [15].
3.1. Data acquisition
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Neutron images of the three specimens were acquired at the IMAT beamline
[16, 17, 18, 19], ISIS neutron spallation source, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory,
United Kingdom. Each sample was fixed on the rotating platform using an
aluminium tube that was inserted and fixed directly in the CuCrZr pipe, placed
at the distance L = 10 m from the beam aperture (pinhole) and at the distance
d = 25 mm from the neutron screen scintillator, as shown in Figure 4.
The selected diameter of the beam
aperture was D = 40 mm that defines an L/D ratio of 250, ensuring
a neutron flux of 5.9 · 106 n cm−2 s−1
[18] and a geometric unsharpness of
the sample at the image plane of
about 100 µm. The detection system
consisted of a 16-bit sCMOS camera
(ZYLA 4.2 Plus) with 2048 x 2048
pixels coupled with optical lenses and
a 6 LiF/ZnS based scintillator with
thickness of 200 µm. A 50 mm
lens with numerical aperture f = 1.2
was employed, assuring a field-of-view
(FOV) of 211 x 211 mm2 and a resulting pixel size of 103 µm. A tomo- Figure 4: Neutron tomography setup at the
gram for each specimen was collected IMAT beamline, neutron spallation source,
by performing a uniformly spaced an- Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, United Kinggular scan of 577 projections in the dom.
range [0◦ , 360◦ ). The exposure time
for each projection was 30 s, which is the maximum exposure time per projection allowed by the camera system. Additionally, a stack of 10 flat field and 10
dark field images were taken as well before and after each tomographic scan for
normalization purposes.
3.2. Data processing, CT reconstruction and quantitative evaluation of the image quality
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Pre-processing, reconstruction and quantitative evaluation of the image quality were performed using the NeuTomPy toolbox [20] software, whereas the vol-
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ume rendering and segmentation steps were addressed using Avizo [21]. Quantification and least-squares fitting analyses were computed using the scientific
framework for data processing ROOT [22] developed at CERN and the ImageJ
software [23].
The acquired datasets were all satisfy with 577 projections the sampling theorem [15]. The normalization of the data was performed by using the logtransformation, the flat fielding and the dark subtraction procedure with the
correction of the neutron dose [24]. The dose correction applied ensured that
all the measured projections received the same amount of incoming neutrons,
considering the stability of the neutron beam flux, rarely constant at neutron
spallation source. The normalization was performed on the data by using the
formula:
p = −log(
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I − Idark
Df lat
·
)
D
If lat − Idark

(2)

where I is the raw projection image, Idark and If lat are the mean of the
dark field and flat field images, respectively, while D and Df lat are the median
computed within a region of interest (ROI) free of sample in the projections and
flat images, respectively. Spot filtering (bad camera pixels or direct interaction
of gamma rays with the CMOS sensor) were removed from the normalized projections by means of the outlier removal filter implemented in the NeuTomPy
toolbox. Ring artefacts, due to defects on the scintillator screen or on the
detector, were suppressed by means of a filter based on combined wavelet and
Fourier analysis [25]. The CT reconstruction algorithms considered in this study
are: Filtered Back Projection (FBP) [15], Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (SIRT) [26], Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique
(SART) [27] and Conjugate Gradient Least Squares (CGLS) [28]. The quality
of the CT images reconstructed with the aforementioned algorithms were quantitatively addressed in terms of full-reference and no-reference image quality
indexes [29]. In this work, we regarded as the reference image the reconstructed
slice obtained by the SIRT method with 800 iterations. In particular, we have
made use of the contrast to noise ratio (CNR) index, the structural similarity
index (SSIM), and the normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) as previously shown in other works [30, 18, 31]. It should be noted that higher SSIM and
lower NRMSE indicate superior image quality, whereas higher CNR suggests a
better signal value with respect to the background levels. The ROIs selected
in the reconstructed slice of the CCFE11 mock-up and required to quantify the
CNR is depicted in the left panel of Figure 5.
We considered a region within the Tungsten material (rectangle in red) as
a signal, and an area outside the sample was taken as background (rectangle in
blue). In order to assess the edge quality [29], 20 line profiles traced across the
Tungsten monoblock edge and contained in the ROI shown in the right panel
of Figure 5 were averaged and the resulting profile, so called the “edge spread
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Figure 5: (Left panel) The signal area (red rectangle) and the background area (blue rectangle)
used for the computation of the CNR. (Right panel) Region of interest containing 20 line
profiles used for evaluating the edge quality of the reconstruction.

function” (ESF), was fitted with a generic sigmoid function [30]:
p0
{Erf [p1 (x − p2 )] + 1} + p3
(3)
2
where p0 , p1 , p2 and p3 are fitting parameters and Erf(x) is the Gauss error
function defined as:
Z x
2
2
Erf (x) = √
e−t dt.
(4)
π 0
f (x) =

220

The fitting function was then differentiated and the obtained Gaussian has
a standard deviation:
σ=√

1
2p1

(5)

hence the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) and its standard deviation
were evaluated from the parameter p1 :
√
√
2 ln2
2 ln2
F W HM =
,
σF W HM =
σ p1 .
(6)
p1
p21
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The FWHM values were used to assess the edge quality quantitatively and
a lower FWHM values indicate sharper edges.
In Figure 6 we have shown a comparison of a reconstructed slice for the CCFE11
mock-up carried out with all the CT reconstruction algorithms mentioned before. The panels in this figure refer to the same cross sectional slice within the
specimen for direct comparison.
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FBP
SSIM = 0.99, CNR = 177.4,
NRMSE = 0.03
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Figure 6: Comparison of a reconstructed slice for the CCFE11 mock-up carried out with
FBP, SIRT, SART, and CGLS reconstruction algorithms considered in this study. Below each
image, the grey value histogram is represented in the range [0, 2.45] cm−1 .
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The pixel values histogram, represented below each image, has a multimodal
and overall very similar behaviour for the different CT reconstruction algorithms. We note from a visual inspection that the image quality of the SART
reconstruction is poorer compared to the others. Different parameters were applied to improve its features but without any significant change. In terms of the
quality indexing, reported in the upper part of every image, the SIRT method
outperforms the other CT reconstructions in term of CNR value, whereas the
CGLS method has produced better results for the SSIM and NRMSE indexes.
From the edge quality prospective, the resulting edge spread function ESF obtained by averaging 20 line profiles traced across the Tungsten edge within the
ROI (right panel of Figure 5) is shown in Figure 7 for the FBP reconstruction
case.
The Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian function obtained by computing the derivative of the sigmoid fitting function and described
before (superimposed as a red solid line to the experimental ESF), was used as
edge quality metric and reported for all the different CT reconstruction methods
in Table 1.
CT rec. algorithm
FBP
SIRT
SART
CGLS

F W HM (pixels)
11.1608
11.3471
11.8307
10.6308

σ(F W HM ) (pixels)
0.4562
0.3961
0.7725
0.4070

Table 1: Results of the edge quality measurements applied to a selected CT reconstruction
slice of the CCFE11 mock-up by means of FBP, SIRT, SART, and CGLS reconstruction
algorithms.
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Figure 7: Edge quality measurement using the average line profile (black dots) and the fitted
sigmoid function provided by eq. 3 (red line) obtained from the FBP reconstruction. The
FWHM of the Gaussian function obtained by computing the derivative of the fitting function
was used as edge quality metric.
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Superior edge quality was registered for the CGLS reconstruction, proving
that this algorithm outperforms, three out of four, image quality metrics of the
other reconstruction methods. As such, the CGLS reconstruction algorithm was
used in the rest of this work. A post-process denoising filter was applied to the
CT reconstructed image to further improve its CNR but without compromising
its overall quality. In fact, a higher CNR could help simplify and improve the
segmentation in the following steps of the data analysis. We have considered as
reference image, labelled as ”No denoise”, the reconstructed slice obtained by
the CGLS method. The post-process denoising filters considered in this study
are: median filter, Gaussian filter, Block-matching and 3D filter (BM3D), and
Non-Local Means filter (NLM) [32].
The denoised images referring to the same slice within the specimen for direct
comparison are displayed in Figure 8. Their pixel values histogram, represented
below each image, has a similar multimodal behaviour as observed in Figure 6
with a slightly different width and intensity under each peak. An improved CNR
was registered for all the filters applied but at the expense of a lower value for
the other two quality indexes when compare to the reference image as reported
in the upper part of any image. The Gaussian filter has produced better values
in term of SSIM and NRMSE indexes, whereas the non-local means denoising
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filter outperform the others with the higher CNR and a better edge quality
value as reported in Table 2, with the parameters employed for each filter listed
as well for completeness.

No denoise
Median 5x5
Gaussian 5x5
SSIM = 0.99, CNR = 207.4, SSIM = 0.94, CNR = 483.5, SSIM = 0.97, CNR = 290.7,
NRMSE = 0.02
NRMSE = 0.04
NRMSE = 0.03

5 mm
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101

0
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0
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BM3D
SSIM = 0.93, CNR = 419.7,
NRMSE = 0.04

5 mm

2
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Non-local means
SSIM = 0.96, CNR = 569.4,
NRMSE = 0.04

5 mm
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0

1
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Figure 8: Comparison of a post-processed CGLS reconstruction image filtered by means of
median filter, Gaussian filter, BM3D and NLM denoising filters. Below each image, the grey
value histogram is represented in the range [0, 2.45] cm−1 .
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Although both Gaussian and non-local means filters outperform the other
denoise methods for two out of four metrics, the non-local means was chosen as
a post-process filter for the rest of this work due to its higher CNR and superior
edge quality.
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F ilter type
No denoise

parameters
none

F W HM
10.6308

σ(F W HM )
0.4070

Median

kernel size = 5

11.2994

0.6153

Gaussian

kernel size=5
σ computed from kernel size

11.0471

0.4430

BM3D

templateWindowSize=8
searchWindowSize=32
blockMatchingStep1=2500
blockMatchingStep2=400
groupSize=8, slidingStep=3
beta=2.7f

10.8442

0.5039

NLM

window size=21, patch size=11, h=3

10.7198

0.4576

Table 2: Results of the edge quality measurements applied to a selected CGLS reconstruction
slice of the CCFE11 mock-up after application of median filter, Gaussian filter, BM3D and
NLM denoising filters along with its relevant parameters. FWHM and σ(F W HM ) are reported
in pixels.

4. Results and Discussion
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In this section we will discuss results showing volumetric defects present in
the DEMO divertor mock-ups as illustrated above caused by manufacturing processes and/or generated by high heat flux loads. All the specimens were studied
non-destructively with a minimum detectable defect size of 206 µm which is
twice the pixel size used in the experimental setup according to the NiquistShannon sampling theorem [15]. Smaller defect sizes were not accessible with
the current experimental setup that has been evaluated as the best compromise
between the limited 30 s camera exposure time, i.e. the counting statistics, and
the signal to noise ratio achieved in the tomography projections.
A reduction of the pipe wall thickness has been measured on one side of the
CCFE11 mock-up above and below the top and bottom monoblocks (as shown
in the left panel of Figure 9). Quantification of the thickness reduction was
performed by means of comparing of line profiles located in the defect region
(red line) and far from this location (blue line). The relative profiles are depicted in the right panel of Figure 9 along with the results of the best fit by
a rectangular-based function [33]. The full width at half maximum (FWHM)
values, calculated by means of the distance of the centroids in the rise and fall
edges of this function, were of 1.284 ± 0.016 mm and 1.603 ± 0.014 meaning a
19.9% reduction of the pipe wall thickness in the defect area with respect to its
nominal value of 1.6 mm. It can be noted that there is good agreement between
the FWHM value computed in the region free of the defect (blue line profile)
11

and its nominal pipe wall thickness value of 1.6 mm.
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Figure 9: (Left panel) Cross-section image of the pipe wall reduction on CCFE11 mock-up.
Locations of the line profiles across the defect region (red line) and away from it (blue line).
(Right panel) Relative intensity profiles for the highlighted ROI along with the results of the
best fit.
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The inspection of all the reconstructed cross-section slices of the specimen
has further allowed identification of an abnormal junction between two adjacent
monoblocks as shown in the ortho-view rendering representation of the sample
in Figure 10. Here, the brazing material has partially filled the poor quality
wire machining left in the OFHC copper layer resulting in an irregular shape
of this junction if compared with the others visible in the same figure. Such a
problem was not present for the other investigated mock-ups shown by the same
ortho-view rendering format in Figure 11. Instead, the three-dimensional map of
the reconstructed linear attenuation coefficient values measured for CCFE9 and
CCFE10 mock-ups (Figure 11) have highlighted a spillover of some brazing material into the OFHC copper layer and outside the top and bottom monoblocks
of the divertor targets.
In fact, brighter grey values attributable to the highly attenuating brazing
material are clearly visible in the copper interlayer of these components (Figure
11), and they extend deeply into this material as reported also in the crosssection views of the two specimens in the left panels of Figure 12 and Figure
13. Quantitative evaluations of the penetration depth of such brazing alloys
into the copper interlayer has been obtained by analysis of four different line
profiles localised in each monoblock of the sample as reported in the left panel of
Figure 12 and Figure 13. The intensity profiles shown in the right panel of the
same Figures have been colour coded for easier identification. It immediately
leaps to the eye the different behaviour of the red and magenta intensity spectra
belonging to the CCFE9 mock-up (see Figure 12) compared to the cyan and
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Figure 10: Ortho-view rendering of CCFE11 mock-up.
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blue line profiles. In the proximity of the brazing material they register a high
value for the linear attenuation coefficient of 2.2 cm−1 that gradually decreases
inside the copper material to its nominal value of about 1.3 cm−1 . This can
be interpreted as a gradual decrease in the fraction of brazing material depending on the penetration depth into the copper interlayer. It can be speculated
that the maximum penetration depth reached by the brazing alloys was about
1 mm for both the top and bottom monoblocks. A similar conclusion can be
drawn for the CCFE10 mock-up (see Figure 13) where the bottom monoblock
has experienced a similar infiltration of brazing alloys into the depth of copper
interlayer for about 1.5 mm. No sign of pipe wall thickness reduction has been
observed for these two mock-ups.
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CCFE9 and CCFE10 mock-ups differ from the CCFE11 mock-up by the
presence of an internal helical swirl tape in the CuCrZr tube used to generate
swirl-induced heat transfer enhancement. However, the impact of its use on a
divertor target needs to be carefully studied to avoid undesired damage to the
CuCrZr pipe. We approached the search for defects created by the use of the
swirl tape by means of virtual unrolling techniques of tomographic data in a
region of interest that included only the CuCrZr tube and the OFHC interlayer
as shown in Figure 14a. The selected direction of unrolling is clockwise as
highlighted by the green arrow in Figure 14a.
The resliced unrolled volumes of CCFE9 and CCFE10 are given in Figure 14b
13

Figure 11: Ortho-view rendering of CCFE9 (left panel) and CCFE10 (right panel) DEMO
divertor target mock-ups.

Figure 12: (Left panel) Cross-section image highlighting spillover of some brazing materials
in the CCFE9 mock-up. Locations of the line profiles in each monoblocks used for the quantification of its penetration depth. (Right panel) Relative intensity profiles for the highlighted
line profile locations.
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Figure 13: (Left panel) Cross-section image highlighting spillover of some brazing materials
in the CCFE10 mock-up. Locations of the line profiles in each monoblocks used for the quantification of its penetration depth. (Right panel) Relative intensity profiles for the highlighted
line profile locations.
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and Figure 14c, respectively. In both divertor targets regular oblique lines are
visible. The inclination of these marks is compatible with the imprinting left by
the stainless steel swirl tape on the pipe’s internal surface. These results confirm
similar observations reported in a recent study performed on a different DEMO
divertor mock-up based on ultrasonic testing methods [34]. The scratches are
attributed to the higher hardness of steel compared to copper and the expansion
due to water temperature or by vibrations that induced fretting of the swirl tape
on the tube surface.
Although the marks left on the CuCrZr pipe testify a good overall adhesion
of the tape to the surface thus ensuring the intended flow of cooling water,
this is not enough to demonstrate that it is true along the entire length of the
tube. The benefit of using neutron tomography is its capability to inspect a
component virtually, slice-by-slice, throughout the entire volume with an interplanar distance between each slice of about the pixel size, i.e. 103 µm. This
has allowed the identification of some locations where the swirl tape is not in
contact with the pipe’s internal surface as shown in Figure 15.
The gap between the tape and the pipe is visible in the data by the naked
eye and shown better in the zoom view reported in the insert of the Figure.
Quantification of the distance across these two components can be addressed
by analysis of the line profile drawn in red in the left panel of Figure 15. The
relative intensity profile, reported in the right panel can be fitted by means of
an exponentially modified Gaussian distribution [33]. Results of the best fit
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(b) Reslice of the unrolled volume for the reported region of
interest in CCFE9 mock-up.
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(a) Virtual unrolling direction for the CuCrZr tube
and the copper interlayer region of interest in the tomographic data.
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(c) Reslice of the unrolled volume for the reported region of
interest in CCFE10 mock-up.

Figure 14: Radial reslice orientation and marks on the CuCrZr pipe.
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Figure 15: Example of the gap between the swirl tape with the pipe’s internal surface for the
CCFE9 mock-up.
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were superimposed on the intensity data. The extension of the gap, extracted
by the computed FWHM of the fitting function, is 0.440 ± 0.010 mm. This flaw
could have a profound repercussion on the swirl-induced heat transfer enhancement enabled by the use of the swirl tape and potentially changing the water
flow circulation in some unpredictable way. No major changes and additional
damages were observed in the mockup subject to HHF loads. This could be
a further confirmation of the good performance of this divertor design and its
ability to withstand at high thermal loads like the ones expected for DEMO
reactor. In principle, the digital volume of the mock-up reconstructed from the
tomography scan allows to quantify such defects and therefore could offer a way
forward to better understand the impact of these flaws. In fact, image-based
simulation [35] could be used to calculate the change of the cooling water flow
and eventually allows to predict more realistic performance parameters of the
divertor target.
5. Conclusions
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In this work we have demonstrated for the first time the feasibility of using
neutron tomography to detect volumetric defects within DEMO divertor mockups with a spatial resolution of the order of hundreds of micrometers. Further
improvements on detection of flaws down to several tens of micrometers is possible for divertor and other fusion components, and currently under investigation.
All of the DEMO divertor mock-ups studied in this work have shown only a few
manufacturing issues mainly connected with spill over of the brazing alloys that
in some cases have infiltrated deeply into the copper interlayer. Virtual unrolling
of tomographic data in a region of interest that has included the CuCrZr tube
and OFHC interlayer has shown imprinting left by the stainless steel swirl tape
on the pipe’s internal surface. Furthermore, a poor contact between the swirl
tape and the CuCrZr pipe has been measured along the length of the mock-ups.
This issue could have profound repercussions on the swirl-induced heat transfer
enhancement brought by the use of the tape and the potential change of water
flow circulation in some unpredictable way. In principle, the digital tomography
volume of the mock-up which includes such defects could offer a way forward
to better understand and model the impact of these flaws on the performance
of this component. In fact, image-based simulations could be used to predict
the change of the cooling water flow and eventually allow more realistic performance parameters of the divertor target to be considered. Finally, this work has
demonstrated that neutron tomography can produce valuable data for both the
R&D cycle of fusion component design and inquality assurance of manufacturing
if used appropriately.
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